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By the time you read this, the WBA Education Committee will be ramping 
up for the annual WBA Student Seminar on March 7. 
 

Some of us experienced… seasoned…okay, old broadcasters will be speaking to 
a group of optimistic millennials regarding the radio and television industry. These soon-
to-be graduates need jobs. I presume they desire a fulfilling career bursting with 
opportunity. 
 
Paradoxically, the life-sustaining source of our livelihood is 

misunderstood at best, and avoided at worst: yeah, advertising. 
 
Consequently, these bright future leaders need our commitment to ongoing education regarding commercials. 
It is imperative that we communicate differently to all constituents: listeners, viewers, employees, and advertisers. 
 
Let’s stop disparaging advertising and recognize it for the critical role it plays in our future. Stop running station 
announcements inferring that commercial announcements are an obstruction to programming. Stop logging 
long commercial stop-sets that audiences do try to avoid. Stop running routine cliché ads, so our messages are more 
compelling. Stop referring to branding messages as “generic ads.” Advertising is designed to distinguish, not 
genericize. 
 
Let’s start training the next generation of broadcasters, clients, and consumers to manage the messages in context. 
Commercial messages in the right doses with creative writing and production can be “welcomed” in the marketplace 
and move the needle for our advertisers. 
 
It’s the reason that my account executives have a complete set of Creative Services Standards. These guidelines 
enable them to function as marketers, rather than just salespeople. 
 
Thanks for indulging me in these assertions. The following letter that WCLO-WJVL recently sent out to our advertisers 
may add clarity to these ideas: 
 
Dear Advertiser, 
 
Allow me to dispel a couple of myths: 
 
First, people don’t buy things because they heard a commercial on the radio. They buy things because they want 
more things! 
 
Radio is the medium that reminds, informs, entertains, and directs them to your store instead of the next guy’s. It’s 
been said that national advertising tells people what to buy. Local advertising informs people of where to buy: to buy 
from you! 
 
Second myth, people dislike advertising. Actually, they only dislike routine and overtly aggressive messages. If you 
want to engage the listener, you need to enlighten and amaze! We can actually delight our listeners with your strong 
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offers and outstanding products and services presented in fresh new ways. 
 
How can we come up with more compelling advertising messages and commercials that cause listeners to like, 
trust, and buy things from you? Here are five steps to create great messages: 
 

1. Gather facts, notes, comparisons, raw materials, and stories about your business. 
2. Organize, study, and identify the key components of your unique competitive advantage. 
3. Ruminate, incubate, chew on it for a while. 
4. Celebrate when the ideas surface, whether it’s in the shower, while driving, or in a brainstorming meeting with 

your account executive. Write it down! 
5. Take it to the marketplace! Run with it and share it in all traditional and social media applications. In short, 

splash the same brand position across all platforms. 
 
At WCLO-WJVL we pay considerable attention to the commercial messages that you run, so they will appeal to our 
listeners and your customers! When you invest a bit of time with us in the aforementioned five steps, we’ll create 
messages that engage and attract more business for you. 

 


